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THE PLAYBOOK: SUIT UP. SCORE CHICKS. BE AWESOME.
BY BARNEY STINSON, MATT KUHN PDF

The visibility of the on the internet publication or soft data of the The Playbook: Suit Up. Score Chicks. Be
Awesome. By Barney Stinson, Matt Kuhn will certainly relieve people to get guide. It will likewise save
even more time to only search the title or writer or publisher to get till your publication The Playbook: Suit
Up. Score Chicks. Be Awesome. By Barney Stinson, Matt Kuhn is exposed. After that, you could go to the
web link download to see that is supplied by this site. So, this will be an excellent time to start enjoying this
book The Playbook: Suit Up. Score Chicks. Be Awesome. By Barney Stinson, Matt Kuhn to review.
Constantly good time with book The Playbook: Suit Up. Score Chicks. Be Awesome. By Barney Stinson,
Matt Kuhn, consistently great time with cash to spend!

About the Author
Barney Stinson is awesome. He works for a powerful bank in New York City but somehow finds time to
“suit up” and help the less fortunate, in particular his lovelorn and all together pathetic bro Ted
Mosby—seriously, that dude’s got probs. When Barney’s not staging private bikini calendar shoots, test-
driving tanks, or elbow-deep in another legendary activity, like riding a tiger bareback or blowing up a
guitar, he can be seen on the hit CBS show How I Met Your Mother with his friends Ted, Robin, Lily, and
Marshall.

Matt Kuhn is a staff writer for the CBS hit show How I Met Your Mother and also produces Barney’s Blog
for the show’s website. He lives in Los Angeles, California, which is conveniently where he works.

In the above picture, you are most likely

A. chatting up that fine illustration of a chick.

B. sitting with your bros debating which ladies to approach and how—a process that will continue until last
call, when you skulk home sad and alone.

C. not pictured. You were going to go out with your bros but got caught up in an epic World of Warcraft PvP
with some kid in Korea … and you totally would have pwned that noob with just a Vindicator’s Brand
(Mongoose enchant) if the server hadn’t crashed.

PLAYER LEVEL

Give yourself 5 points for every A, 3 points for every B, and 1 point for every C.

23–25Don Juan16–22Don Johnson10–15Don King5–9Don Knotts
THE HISTORY OF THE PLAYBOOK



While the collection of plays presented here hails from the incomparable mind of Barney Stinson, it is by no
means a new endeavor. In fact, devising schemes to seduce women has been man’s primary occupation since
before the dawn of history. The proof exists in prehistoric cave paintings.

Cavemen would return home from a hunt carrying one of their buddies, Urk, on their shoulders. They would
describe through spirited reenactment what a “dangerous” kill it was and how Urk bravely climbed atop the
saber-toothed tiger or mastodon or triceratops or whatever. To help sell the story, they drew pictures of the
event on the wall using charcoal and ochre.

Thanks to his bros, Urk would score some major cave tail that night while the others played “rock rock rock”
to decide who would be the next day’s hero (Urk became ineligible for a week). On the next hunt the men
would quickly kill an animal and then spend the rest of the day choreographing the big reenactment and
arguing over which cave chicks would look the best clothed. Creating the myth of the all-day hunt served
two purposes for cavemen: it got one guy some easy action and got the rest out of a full day of gathering and
nagging.

While The Hero of the Hunt is as old as The I Discovered Fire, it’s actually not the oldest trick in the book.
That would be The I Love You—which of course had an extra level of complexity before the invention of
language.

Surprisingly, the next attempt to record plays didn’t occur until the thirteenth century, when monks spent
their entire lives writing down seduction scenarios in collections called illuminated manuscripts. Tragically,
they were all destroyed by a gaggle of angry nuns.

But, Barney, why would monks spend their entire lives scheming up ways to sleep with women when they
had taken a vow of celibacy?

I think you just answered your own question, fake reader.
FAMOUS PLAYS THROUGHOUT HISTORY The Royal BurialKing Tut1323 BC“Dies” young and is
entombed with tons of gold: the original chick magnet.The Great Last NameAlexander the Great325
BCConquers much of the known world, creating a legion of angry fathers in order to become the ultimate
“bad boy.”The QuetzalcoatlHernán Cortés1519Convinces women of the Aztec Empire that he’s a god by
showing them his shiny helmet.The Insignificant HumanGalileo Galilei1610Points his telescope
heavenward, proving to chicks how infinitesimal we are, so why not bang?The Great CompromiseRoger
Sherman1787Develops the bicameral system of representation to balance power between large and small
states but, more important, triple the number of hot young staffers introduced to Washington, DC, every
election cycle.The Me ComplexNapoleon1811Generates sympathy among countless European chicks by
convincing them he conquered half the continent because he’s ashamed of his height.The Spirit of St.
LouisCharles Lindbergh1927Fools the world into thinking flying is dangerous, thereby creating generations
of nervous and vulnerable female passengers. Posthumously named president of the mile-high club.The
GandhiMahatma1932Shaves head, puts on glasses, Gandhi and goes on a hunger strike to protest something
or other. The move reappears half a century later with The Bono.The Eagle Has LandedNeil
Armstrong1969Gets millions of chicks to believe he actually went to the moon—and walked on it!
Classic.The I’m George ClooneyGeorge Clooney1997Becomes a handsome movie star.
BARNEDICTION

Take a knee, boys.

As we embark on this new mission together, remember The Playbook is only a guide. I encourage you to add



your own personality and creativity to each and every play. As a wise man once said, it’s not the destination
but the journey. I think you’ll agree in this instance the destination far outweighs the journey, but that
doesn’t mean you shouldn’t try to have fun in the process.

During your adventures you may start to feel the urge to develop your own plays. I highly encourage you to
do so, and then post them to barneysblog.com. We should exist as a community of players that can learn and
grow from one another’s experiences. If you find a new way to get laid, believe me, I’m interested, and will
totally not steal it and take credit for it in The Playbook 2, also by Barney Stinson.

One final note. Throughout your quest you may find yourself mired in a slump, when none of the plays seem
to work and you suddenly feel like the worthless individual you were before reading The Playbook. That’s
okay, because while you’ll never be as awe-some as me, you can rest easy knowing salvation may lie in the
very next play. That’s the beauty of The Playbook—each and every page delivers a new hope that you can
trick a girl into having sex with you. Unless it’s the last page. Then you’re pretty much screwed. Until I write
my next book.

—BARNEY STINSON

DISCLAIMER

While each of the plays presented in this book will put you in the best possible position to score, the
publisher makes no guarantee you actually will. As the old saying goes, you can lead a horse to water but
can’t make him have sex with it.

© 2010 Twentieth Century Fox Film Corporation|INTRODUCTION

First of all, thanks for purchasing this book! Now, if you’re reading this, I’m guessing you’re either too
pathetic to pick up girls on your own, or you’re looking for some creative ideas to spice up your
repertoire—but my money’s on “too pathetic to pick up girls on your own.”

You stumble up to a woman and stammer in a rehearsed yet cracking voice, “Can I get your number?” Your
trembling hands are stuffed in your pockets in a futile attempt to look cool. You’re dressed like an
overgrown eighth grader. You’re a little out of shape. Geez, buddy, you’re kind of a mess, huh? Ooh, I bet
you smell too.

The good news is you’re not alone, Ted. There are millions of unattractive chumps just like you all over the
place who apparently never want to sleep with a woman. But all of that is going to change because now, with
the help of The Playbook, you’ll be able to approach any beautiful woman you want and trick her into
sleeping with you. How? By giving you self-confidence and proving that you really are somebody who
matters (even though you’re not).

Again, sincerely, thanks for purchasing this book.

© 2010 Twentieth Century Fox Film Corporation
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You stumble up to a woman and stammer in a rehearsed yet cracking voice, “Can I get your number?” Your
trembling hands are stuffed in your pockets in a futile attempt to look cool. You’re dressed like an
overgrown eighth grader. You’re a little out of shape. Geez, buddy, you’re kind of a mess, huh? Ooh, I bet
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© 2010 Twentieth Century Fox Film Corporation Most helpful customer reviews44 of 47 people found the
following review helpful.
Suit Up!
By Ryan Matthews
This is a hilarious read, another gem from the 'How I Met Your Mother' series. The "plays" Barney Stinson
uses to pick up women would not work on a girl with half a brain in real life, but nevertheless, it's fun to
think about trying to pull off some of these moves on girls. You take it for what it is-- a great extension of a
great episode of the show. The ones featured on the show are there: "The Mrs. Stinsfire", "The My Penis
Grants Wishes", "The Cheap Trick", "The Scuba Diver", "The He's Not Coming", "The Snasa", "The Don't
Drink That!", "The Ted Mosby", "The Scuba Diver", and among others, my personal favorite, "The Lorenzo
Von Matterhorn."

There are exactly 76 plays broken down into sections from the basic to the advanced. Each play has its own
fact sheet. You're given a success rate, what type of woman the play attracts, the requirements to perform the
play, the prep time, and the "bummers", which is a way of saying "but here's the catch."
From there, the play is broken down into steps. The rest is self-explanatory.
I won't explain any of the new plays in detail, but I'll give you a couple play names so as to build a little
intrigue:
- "The Little Orphan Barney"
- "The Ghost"
- "The Mannequin"
- "The Confused Inheritor"
- "The Ballet Defector"
- "The Vampire"
- "The I Can Land This Plane"
- "The Trojan Lesbian"
- "The Ghost Of Christmas Future"

It carries much of the same type of humor as 'The Bro Code.' It follows common stereotype assumptions of
men and women, leaves little remarks, anecdotes and/or tips at the end of some plays (and in between) and
extensively uses sarcasm to make very obvious points. If you're a fan of 'The Bro Code', I highly recommend
picking this up. It's creative and smart and I doubt would be offensive or repulsive in any way to anyone. As
a matter of fact, I think it appeals just as much to women as it does men, especially those women who have
been the target of some ridiculous pick-up scheme (I'm guessing that's somewhere in the range of most to
all). After all, they're the "victims" in this, so to speak. Might as well make light of it.



Like the show, 'The Playbook' is well thought out, well executed, and well... just plain quirky. Hopefully it
wins your praise as well.

Note: The episode this book is based on is called 'The Playbook.' It's episode 8 of Season 5 and the 96th of
the series.

Grade: A+0 of 0 people found the following review helpful.
worth every penny.
By AmericanSingh
Goes hand in hand with the show.10 of 13 people found the following review helpful.
Barney-licious!
By B. Jackson
Ask yourself this: Do you like suits? Do you like hot women with Daddy issues, low self-esteem, and an
equally low I.Q. to match? How about being AWESOME? Then The Playbook: Suit up. Score chicks. Be
awesome. is for you! Recommended for for all bros looking to score. Buy it- it's going to be LEGEN- wait
for it -See all 243 customer reviews...
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